
  



Let’s Get To Know Each Other 

 

You are most likely reading this book because you are looking to do one or more of the following 

things:  

 

Have more energy  

Burn fat  

Tone up  

 

I’m a busy Mum just like you. I’m also just like every other woman in that I really do want to take 

pride in myself, look after my body, feel good about the way I look and have loads of energy. But 

with two small children (Aurora is 6 so in now in School, Bella is 4 and still at home with me 

except for three morning at Nursery), plus a home to run and husband to cook for and clean up 

after that leaves very little time and energy left for us Mums to have ‘me time’.  

 

Child-free time for the gym or classes? Nope.  

 

Strict meal plans than mean making separate meals for everyone? No thank you.  

 

An hour a day to exercise? If only! 

 



I used to be at full time Performing Arts school, and dancing 5-7 hours a day kept me extremely 

fit. But by the time I switched to do a Health and Beauty Therapy Management qualification I 

was fed up of pushing my body to extremes, so stopped exercising all together and instead kept 

my weight low on a diet of processed food, low calorie junk food snacks like fat free cookies, and 

diet ice cream whilst staying on my feet all day as a beauty therapist. 

And that’s where it spiralled downwards….. 

 

 

 

  



I nearly died of an eating disorder. 

 

I’ve got to warn you this is raw.  

 

I love food, especially food that makes you feel good. But I wasn’t always like this, not by a long 

way. In fact, I nearly died. 

 

It took me 10 years to ‘come out’ and open up to the world, many of whom never knew anything 

about it. People I saw every day didn’t even know. 

 

But it’s important, for me to be honest with you, and to be true to myself. I’m hoping it will help 

other people just knowing they’re not alone. 

 

Why am I so passionate about health? Because I nearly died. I was extremely ill with Anorexia for 

a few years. I was a dangerously low weight, my organs were failing, and I was in and out of 

psychiatric hospitals for years, once even Sectioned under the Mental Health Act.  

 

Against all odds I recovered, and now nourish and strengthen my body to be the best it can be. 

The words ‘strong not skinny’ are my mantra for the way I eat and exercise. 

 

And I now coach other women to get the body and the body confidence they want with online 

coaching. Most women come to me wanting to lose weight not gain it. But it doesn’t matter as 

it’s all the same really – caring for your body and treating it well so that it becomes the body you 

deserve. 



 

I hope you won’t judge me. I hope instead you will see that I’m not perfect but I have learned a 

LOT, and I hope I can pass this wisdom on to you. 

 

You only have one body, look after it. 

 

What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger, literally.  

 

My coming out video can be viewed here, though I warn you if you’ve had mental health 

problems yourself it could be triggering:  

 

https://www.facebook.com/thefitmumformula/videos/1141103185941354/ 

 

Then I made a video to try and inspire others to break away their limiting thoughts and 

behaviours and show them that loving and caring for your body is possible. 

 

My Strong Not Skinny video can be viewed here:  

 

https://www.facebook.com/thefitmumformula/videos/1196484663736539/ 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/thefitmumformula/videos/1141103185941354/


After Recovery 

My weight and mental health stabilised but I wasn’t the person I am today. I was very slim, but I 

wasn’t fit or strong. I was a classic skinny-fat. I had no energy, slept poorly, and though I fitted 

into size 6 clothes in a bikini my body looked like one of someone much older – I had absolutely 

no muscle tone, and once I had my first daughter in 2009, well as you can imagine I had real 

problems with my tummy and back after carrying a 7 lb 11 baby (I’m only 5 ft. 2). At one time I 

even looked into surgery to get my ‘abs’ back together because I’d heard a rumour that’s what 

Madonna did! Yet with a baby to look after at home I had even less time to devote to my own 

health. 

 

But all that changed when I was introduced to some concepts that changed my life, attitude 

towards my health, and my body – the idea that to get my body, health, and energy back I need 

to fuel it properly and build muscle, while at the same time burning fat (remember I said I was 

skinny-fat? Yes I had fat over the top of those bones!). 

It’s not always as simple as eating fewer calories and moving around more. That’s what got me 

into that mess in the first place! 

 

So I read every book I could get my hands on, tried and tested exercise techniques, investigated 

various dietary methods, and qualified as a Personal Trainer specialising in circuits and kettlebell 

training, becoming a Metabolic Conditioning Nutritional Consultant, and became certified by the 

Association For Nutrition, all the while working on myself and with other women to learn the 

techniques that are best for females who need to lose weight and tone up while having more 

energy, but need results fast with minimal time and effort put in. 

 

With hardly any time or energy to exercise and plan laborious meals I had to think of a way for 

Mums to get their pre-baby body back with techniques that required minimum time and effort. 

The information had to be delivered in a way that revolves around family life, so an online 

programme is the only option for most Mums. The Fit Mum Formula was born. 

  



Are Diets Effective? Let’s Look Back at Your Dieting History 

 

 

 

It’s a sorry fact that today more people in developed countries are either overweight and/or 

dieting than those who aren’t. Being on a diet is so common that we are actually surprised when 

we meet someone who ‘just eats normally’! 

 

Fads and trends come and go, usually accompanied by celebrity endorsements and a wonderful 

array of marketing tactics, but do today’s popular diet plans actually work?  

 

There’s thought that if diets worked, none of us would ever need to be on a diet. So maybe 

that’s the problem – it’s not the diet itself that’s holding us back but our ability to stick with 

them.  

 

What makes a good diet long term? Well as well as keeping you feeling, looking and performing 

at your best, whatever that means to you, it has to fit to your lifestyle in a convenient and not 

too disruptive way. You have to enjoy it. And it has to have enough room for manoeuvre to 

adapt to whatever is going on in your life and wherever you are.  

 



But many people resort to temporary diets to kick start their weightless, which is fine if it is 

indeed temporary, which means knowing how to continue eating healthily once you reach you 

goal weight or come to end of the ‘plan’. Unfortunately that’s where short term diets fall down – 

they don’t teach long term habits and strategies for health. 

 

 

Here five of the most popular diets and why they may or may not work 

for you. Which of these have you tried in the past? 

 

Low Carb 

Reduced consumption of starchy carbohydrates like rice, potatoes and pasta, as well as often 

dairy and fruit which also contain carbohydrates. Going really low carb also means restricting the 

amount of higher carb vegetables consumes such as beetroot, carrots and squash, and sticking 

to mostly lean proteins and green vegetables. It’s thought that reducing carbohydrates helps to 

balance blood sugar and therefore energy levels, as well as keeping hunger to a minimum 

(protein and veg are really filling). 

 

Pros: Very filling without over consuming calories. Restricted food choices make meal planning 

easier – the guidelines and options are clear and simple; just cut out the starchy part. 

 

Cons: Going too low carb doesn’t work for everyone, and some people don’t feel great without 

enough carbs to suit their own physiology. Though you can make and buy low carb treats, 

traditional sugary snacks are off limits which can in some people lead to binges later down the 

line when they feel too restricted.  



 

 

Paleo 

Eating ‘ancestrally’ is not meant in the literal sense, in that many of the meat and vegetables 

around thousands of years ago don’t even exist anymore, and in addition it’s still ‘Paleo’ to eat 

modern foods created from paleo ingredients, like nut based cookies or avocado ‘cheesecake’. 

All grains and dairy are cut out, as well as legumes, alcohol, and of course processed foods of any 

sort, including most sugars except a honey or other similar natural sugars.  

 

Pros: No processed foods and only whole, natural, nutrient dense foods makes this an 

extremely nutritious way of eating that will almost certainly be providing you with all the 

vitamins, minerals and other nutrients you need to feel and perform at your best. Cutting out 

dairy and gluten in particular (two of the most ‘problematic’ foods) can also increase energy and 

decrease digestive and other problems in many people.  

 

Cons: Whilst most Paleo followers eat relatively low carb, this isn’t an essential requisite, nor is 

calorie counting, and so whilst the types of food eaten are restricted (and very nutritious), 

overall quantity and proportions of fat, carbohydrate and protein guidelines are vague and 

means you won’t necessarily be getting the right balance of macronutrients for you. It’s also very 

easy to over under eat if you’re not being mindful of energy intake. There are health benefits to 

all of the banned foods so if you don’t have an issue digesting these, you may be cutting them 

out unnecessarily. 

 

 

5:2 Diet 



A form of intermittent fasting, on two days a week only 500-600 calories (for women or men 

respectively) are consumed, while a ‘normal’ diet of 2000-2400 calories are eaten on the other 

five days. This results in an overall calorie deficit over the week and therefore weightless, as well 

as other purported health benefits such as improved blood pressure and cholesterol profile, and 

improved insulin sensitivity leading to improvements in diabetes or reduced chances of 

developing the disease.  

 

Pros: Learning to go for longer without eating and being able to sit with hunger are skills that in 

the long run will mean you feel less inclined to snack at the first tummy rumble. Cutting calories 

drastically will result in an overall reduction in calories over the week as long as you don’t make 

up for it by over consuming on non-fast days, so weightless is a likely outcome. May improve 

insulin sensitivity in some people.  

 

Cons: 500 calories in a day is not very much at all and many people will struggle with hunger, 

low energy and poor concentration. Women tend to fare worse with intermittent fasting as our 

hormones stay better balanced when we don’t go too long without eating, and not everyone has 

improved insulin sensitivity and are better off sticking to a more consistent eating pattern.  

 

 

Meal Replacement Plans 

Slim Fast, Lighter Life, Cambridge…..you don’t have to have cooking skills, or indeed any 

nutritional knowledge at all when your meals consist of ready-made bars, shakes, soups and 

sometimes microwave meals too. All products are calorie restricted, which means that if you 

stick to the plan and eat only the products provided almost everyone will lose weight simply 

because they’re consuming fewer calories than they’re burning. 

 



Pros: Convenient, time saving, and no cooking/preparing/calorie counting required. Available at 

most supermarkets as well as some health food stores and chemists. 

 

Cons: Pre-made foods will never match up nutritionally to fresh, whole, natural foods, especially 

when many of these products use cheap ingredients and bulking agents. Adding vitamin and 

minerals to the ingredients will make no difference if the added nutrients are not of the highest 

quality (which would make the end product much more expensive than they are) as our bodies 

just don’t absorb these synthetic nutrients well. Taste is obviously subjective, but sticking to the 

same products day in day out may result in flavour fatigue where you get so sick and bored of 

eating the same things you are more likely to go off track and not stick to the plan.  

 

 

Vegan 

There’s only one rule on a vegan diet, and that’s that nothing consumed can be of animal origin. 

Meals comprise of vegetables, fruit, legumes, grains, nuts and seeds, but as well as not meat or 

fish, eggs and dairy are also not allowed, and even gelatine used in commercial sweets and 

puddings. Most people who eat a vegan diet do so for health rather than weightless, and with no 

parameters for macronutrients (protein, carbohydrates and fat) or calorie intake, health and 

weight outcomes are very much dependent on an individual’s food intake. Vegans tend to be 

health conscious by nature and often consume lots of whole, natural foods, with lots of 

vegetables and fruit, though this isn’t a requisite of a vegan diet. 

 

Pros: If tonnes of vegetables, fruit, and high fibre legumes and some grains are consumed then 

this way of eating can be very nutritious. Vitamin and fibre intake is undoubtedly high, and it’s 

likely that no or minimal processed foods are consumed as most processed foods contain animal 

products of some sort. 

 



Cons: It’s very hard to get all the nutrients you need without consuming meat and fish, or eggs 

and dairy. The same nutrients that are in these foods, such as calcium, iron, and omega-3 fats, 

just aren’t absorbed as well from plant sources. Vitamin B12 which is needed for energy is only 

found in animal foods, so all vegans should be supplementing with this vitamin at the very least.  

 

 

So are popular diets worth the hype? Do they work?  

 

I think the answer is both yes and no. Any diet will ‘work’ if you follow it in the right way for your 

goals for long enough. Ultimately though you need be asking yourself, is this way of eating 

contributing to my health? Or taking away from it? 

 

In the next section we’ll be taking a look at the how our eating patterns have changed over time, 

and how our bodies have changed with it. 

 

The Demise of Our Diet 

 

You’d think that time brings wisdom, but looking at the eating habits of the Western world, the 

contents of our cupboards, the restaurants and fast food chains we go to, it appears not. 

For the first 190,000 of our 200,000 or so years on the planet humans were hunter gatherers. 

We ate when we could get food; sometimes this was a lot, but other times there was no food for 

days. We ate meat (the whole animal, not just muscle meat), fish, tubers (root vegetables), 

plants & vegetables and fruits where available and in season, nuts, insects, and anything else 

they could get their hands on that wouldn’t poison them (likely through lots of sad-ending trial 

and error). Exactly what they ate would have depended on the time of year (seasonality) and 



where they lived (what grew there). So there is no one ‘Palaeolithic diet’ – just a selection of 

foods that were available in certain parts of the world, some of the time.  

 

 

 

Humans were highly active – walking and hunting, climbing, gathering and carrying. They were 

likely fit and strong. The average life of Palaeolithic man was low, but contrary to what we first 

thought about this being to their basic and unevolved life, this was much more likely due to 

being caught by prey, or being injured and having no means of medical care, leading to lethal 

infections, or being left to die by other tribe members – a person with a severely broken leg that 

can’t be fixed is a serious burden on a tribe.  

From what we know from studies is that obesity, heart disease, diabetes and other ‘modern’ 

diseases were rare, so if you, by pure chance, didn’t get eaten or broken, people would have 

lived a long and healthy life.  

Harvard University’s evolutionary biologist Daniel Lieberman believes that, “Many of the 

illnesses that we confront today are what evolutionary biologists called ‘mismatch diseases’: ... 

Diseases that occur because our bodies are poorly or inadequately adapted to environments in 

which we now live. An example would be eating large amounts of sugar or being very physically 

inactive leads to problems like diabetes or heart disease that then make us sick.”    

In other words, our bodies are not responding well to our current lifestyle choices, not just with 

food but also our activity levels, hygiene habits, and stress levels too. That’s why diseases such as 



diabetes, heart disease, mental illnesses such as depression - and some people even include 

cancer - are coined ‘lifestyle diseases’, as opposed to say, contagious diseases like malaria or 

diphtheria.  

 

  



The Health Timeline 

N.B. since years, dates and facts weren’t recorded nearly as rigorously as we do today, the dates 

here are estimates based on the few records found and studies done.  

➢ Around 20,000 BC – humans gathered grains when and where they grew, and ate them 

any way that was palatable and digestible – either whole or ground. The types of grains 

that grew are rarely, if ever, grown on earth today, at least for commercial use. 

➢ 10,000 BC – Grains began to be cultivated in middle and Eastern Europe, and parts of 

Africa. These included emmer and einkorn wheat, hulled barley, peas, lentils, bitter 

vetch, chick peas and flax.  

➢ 1600’s – Start of the British Agricultural Revolution, when commercial grain productivity 

became amongst the highest in the world.  

➢ 1900’s - large rises in productivity as human labour has been replaced by mechanization, 

and assisted by synthetic fertilizers, pesticides, and selective breeding. Vegetable oils are 

introduced into foods and households. Trans fats are invented, flours become stripped 

and milled, and sugar becomes widely available as travel and importation increases.  

➢ 1970’s - High fructose corn syrup is introduced 

➢ 1983 - Low fat diet recommendations were introduced, encouraging high carbohydrate 

consumption in place of fat. 

➢ 2007 – The UK ‘Eatwell Plate’ is introduced, advising people on the different proportions 

of each food group to eat. This is in line with the low fat, high carbohydrate advice of the 

80’s.  

 



 

 

➢ 2016 – The ‘Eatwell Guide’ replaces the Eatwell Plate. Advice includes an increase in fruit, 

vegetables and starchy carbohydrates, while there are no more sugary treats and drinks 

included.  

➢ 2016 – The US Dietary Guidelines are revised, removing the advice to avoid dietary 

cholesterol from foods such as eggs, after no link was found to heart disease. The advice 

to eat a high carb, low fat diet still stands.  

 

  



What effect have these changed had on us? 

➢ Incidents of diabetes have increased 59.9% since 2005. 

➢ Since 1890, childhood obesity rates in the US (the UK are not far behind) have tripled; 

17.7% of 6-11 years olds are obese, and 20.5% of teenagers are obese. 

➢ By 2005, the total number of cardiovascular disease deaths had increased globally to 17.5 

million, up from 14.4 million in 1990. 

➢ If current trends continue and no action is taken, the number of people with dementia in 

the UK is forecast to increase to 1,142,677 by 2025 and 2,092,945 by 2051, an increase of 

40% over the next 12 years and of 156% over the next 38 years. 

➢ In England, the prevalence of obesity among adults rose from 14.9% to 25.6% between 

1993 and 2014. 

➢ The number of people diagnosed in the UK with coeliac disease has increased fourfold 

between 1990 and 2011, a study suggests. 

➢ Occurrence in mental health issues such as depression and anxiety among women aged 

45-64 rose by about a 5th, between 1993 and 2005.  

➢ The prevalence of ADHD drug use in children under 16 has increased 34-fold overall, 

rising from 1.5 per 10,000 children in 1995 to 50.7 per 10,000 children in 2008, then 

stabilising to 51.1% per 10,000 children in 2013. 

➢ Cancer incidence rates in the UK have by 30% increased since the late 1970s. 

➢ Agriculturalists were shorter than and had more cavities, smaller brains, and weaker 

bones than hunter-gatherers, according to researchers at Cambridge University. 

➢ By 2050 obesity is predicted to affect 60% of adult men, 50% of adult women and 25% of 

children. 

➢ Life expectancy has increased, however this is more likely due to medical advances and 

drugs that are able to keep a person alive despite the numerous health issues they carry, 

rather than due to better health.  

 

  



Are we all doomed, then? 

Of course these correlations don’t prove that our lifestyle and dietary changes caused the 

demise of our health, but it certainly is, ahem, food for thought. Other changes we’ve seen that 

may have contributed include: 

• a dramatic increase in pesticide and herbicide use in crop cultivation 

• animals we eat being given hormones and antibiotics to maximise growth and/or 

egg/milk output 

• the proliferate use of antibiotics to treat minor illnesses (and even viruses, where they 

are useless) 

• more pollution, from cars and factories 

• the development and prolific use of chemical cleaning agents 

• an increase in chemical based toiletry and cosmetic use 

• we are increasingly stressed – we pack more and more into our day and sleep less 

• a dramatic decrease in our daily physical activity, not only in transport (we prefer to 

drive, even short distances) but with the availability of household gadgets such as 

washing machines and hedge strimmers that make light work of physical tasks 

 

Two points to make here. 

1. Dissecting and evaluating all of these is beyond the scope of this book, and there are 

many knowledgeable professionals far more qualified than I to talk about these subjects. 

2. Not in any way am I suggesting you should make your life harder than it has to be by 

scrubbing your clothes or walking 15 miles a day to fetch some clean water.  

 

What I am suggesting is that the following small steps may (read; likely will) help improve your 

health and wellbeing:  

• Use eco-friendly household cleaning products, natural toiletries and cosmetics. 



• Don’t use cleaning agents at all where possible – hot water and a good cloth/scrubber 

will suffice in most cases. 

• Deal with bad smells with a few drops of essential oils – lemon and tea tree oil are great, 

the latter of which is also a natural antibacterial.  

• Buy organic food where possible, it doesn’t cost as much more as you think, and most 

people are spending money on things they don’t really want, which they could cut out. 

• Sleep, rest, and lots to drink will help most minor illnesses cure themselves. Being healthy 

will also boost your immunity dramatically and stop you getting ill in the first place. 

• Consider taking a probiotic. Bacteria play a huge role in our health, and most people need 

more of them in their gut. 

• Counteract any non-flexible sedentary activities (for example working in an office) with 

enough physical activity elsewhere in your life. 

• Be realistic about what you can fit into one day. Stop setting the bar so high. There is a 

very important time and place to just do nothing. (for the record, I’m really bad at this, 

but I’m working on it!) 

 

And importantly, and what I encourage for the majority of your diet is: 

Just. Eat. Real. Food. 

 

Caveat; there are a great many convenient, shop bought, nutritious foods available (especially 

in the case of snack foods) that have been made in a factory. Some of these are made with ‘real 

food’ but look no different on the packet than ones that market themselves as healthy but are 

actually pretty non-nutritious. So just because something comes in a packet, does not inherently 

make it junk.  

The difficulty comes in being able to decipher labels and understand ingredients. Some natural 

ingredients sound like an artificial additive because you’re not familiar with the name. Take 

Ascorbyl Palmitate; this is an antioxidant made from vitamin C and palmitic acid, a natural 

compound derived from fat. On the other hand the so called ‘natural’ sweet syrup Agave Nectar 



is actually highly processed and refined, and very high in fructose, a type of sugar that puts strain 

on the liver. And yes, fructose is found in fruit, but in much more reasonable amounts in relation 

to the water, fibre, and beneficial vitamins in fresh fruit. So no you don’t have to start making 

every meal and snack totally from scratch 100% of the time (we are busy Mums after all!), 

knowing what to look for, and how to create a great but not perfect diet is what we’re aiming 

for. Plus, fish fingers are so darn tasty.  

 

  



Evolution or Lifestyle? 

Human lives have changed dramatically over the last few thousand years, but our genetics have 

changed very little.  

 

 

 

The funny thing is, there are genes for diabetes, cancer, even obesity, but these genes can be 

switched on or off. This is called ‘gene expression’. That means that, whatever set of genetics 

you were born with, you will only become fat, physically or psychologically ill, if those genes 

become switched on. Many factors will also come into play, for example life stressors such as 

divorce or death might lead to someone becoming depressed. But even then, the result is often 

more physiological than you think.  

When you are stressed, hormones such as cortisol and adrenaline, normally reserved for 

essential life threatening events (such as giving you the reflex and energy to run from a burning 

building or get out of the way of a car being driven wildly), are released in abnormally large 

amounts over a long period of time. This has a domino effect across the body, causing trouble 

everywhere it goes. Leaky gut (also known as gut permeability) means undigested food particles 

get into your blood stream leading to intolerances and allergies as your immune system jumps 

into action. At the same time, the immune system can become supressed, so you get ill easier. 

Cortisol elevates blood sugar levels, which puts stress on the natural regulation of this and can 

lead to diabetes. Cortisol constricts blood vessels and increases blood pressure to enhance the 

delivery of oxygenated blood, which is why stressed out people are more at risk of heart 



disease. Long-term stress and elevated cortisol may also be linked to insomnia, chronic fatigue 

syndrome, thyroid disorders, dementia, depression, and other conditions.  

So back to the point, many psychological conditions have a physiological route, and that by 

having a healthy body you become more resilient to the effects that any life stressors might have 

on your mind and body. It’s clear some people are more resilient than others. An example is the 

eating disorder I had as a teenager. I was at dance school (highly pressured in terms of the way 

you look) and my parents divorced when I was a child. Two factors that may have influenced any 

psychological stress. But not everyone whose parents get divorced, or who go to a pressured 

dance school, end up with an eating disorder. There must have been other factors at play. 

Perhaps if I’d known better (and to be fair, how could I?), I could have built a stronger, healthier 

body, that was more equipped to deal with any stress or trauma that came my way.  

What about you, have you ever experienced prolonged stress, depression, anxiety, maybe binge 

eating? Have you ever wondered whether you might not have developed these conditions, had 

your body been in a better place physically at the time? I won’t go into too much of a tangent 

here, but much research is happening as we speak as to how dietary interventions, gut healing 

and bacteria levels (the ‘microbiome’) can play a huge roll in treating everything from depression 

to ADHD to Alzheimer’s to Autism. I, personally, can’t wait to see this approach become more 

mainstream. 

I’m not a doctor or a scientist, and I personally don’t think I’ll be able to change our entire 

Nation’s approach to health by myself. But when tired, stressed out, overweight but 

undernourished and desperate Mums come to me for help, I’m going to over deliver. Because 

while you think you’ve come to me to lose weight and improve your fitness and energy levels, 

though that’s likely true and I will show you how to do that, by following the advice in this book 

you will be getting so much more than that.  

 

You’ll be happier, less stressed, have less brain fog and better focus and concentration. You’ll get 

ill less often, recover faster when you do, and be able to handle more responsibilities in less 

time.  



That’s not to say I expect you to be perfect all of the time. That’s a) not possible and b) not 

realistic. In fact I’d argue that anyone who is a strict ‘perfectionist’ to the point where everything 

is always done perfectly, has some issues that are preventing them from accepting themselves 

just as they are. Perfectionism was a big part of my anorexia, and accepting ourselves as 

imperfect is essential for happiness.  

In this book I’ll be sharing with you my ‘Formula’ that creates a happy body and mind, and in 

following it you’ll learn just how good it is possible to look and feel about your body. As my 

personal story shows, you can be slim but that won’t make you happy. Both matter for long term 

success, health and happiness.  

And it all starts with getting your goals set correctly, which I’ll cover in the next section.  

 

 

  



Why Mums Are Not Your Average Client 

 

Any half decent PT knows how to create a plan that results in weightless for new Mums (or 

anyone for that matter) – the right choice and quantity of exercise combined with a calorie 

deficit of nutritionally dense foods in the right proportions.  

 

Likewise even for post-natal specialists who deal with diastasis recti (where the abdominal 

muscles don’t close correctly following pregnancy) and pelvic floor issues; with the right 

education you have the knowledge to help your clients. Heck, you don’t have to be a parent (or 

even a female trainer) to devise a programme for a women to get back to her old self (or as close 

as reasonable) after becoming a Mummy. 

 

I’m talking about the details that are hard to envisage unless you’re actually a parent yourself, or 

unless you spend a significant amount of time regularly with other parents.  

 

The saying goes that nothing can prepare you for being a parent or for the challenges of 

parenthood. As the eldest child of eight kids and with my youngest sister being 15 years my 

junior, I’ve never been blinded to what it takes to look after small people. But having my own? 

My own body being challenged to grow another person, feed another person (I breastfed both 

my daughters for 2 yrs. +), being responsible for their every need - BTW this last bit doesn’t really 

reduce as they get older, the responsibilities just move on from helping to expel wind to nose 

wiping to helping backstage at ballet recitals, and so it goes on.  

 

Motherhood (parenthood, I don’t want to exclude Dads here, though statistically it is most likely 

to be the Mums who are the predominant child carers) is the most amazing feat in the world, 

but it’s a round the clock job with no holidays, no sick pay, not even time off for sickness, and 



many challenges along the way that prove to be hurdles that slow a mother’s progress from 

carrying ‘baby-weight’ to shedding said baby-weight. 

 

Here’s a rundown of some of the reasons for struggling to get in shape that are exclusive to 

parents. 

 

We are sleep deprived and it’s not our fault 

Even if your darling slept through the night from 3 months old (darn I envy you), there will 

inevitably be times – night potty training, illness, nightmares, Christmas morning (hello over-

excited kids at 4am!) – when you won’t get enough sleep.  

Sleep is critical for all bodily functions including growing and maintaining muscle mass (1), 

burning fat (2), exercise recovery (1), and appetite management (4). No athlete at the top of 

their game, either sporting performance or aesthetic (in the case of stage competitions or 

modelling), will succeed without making sleep a priority. Try telling that to a two year old who 

has decided that sleeping is not on the agenda tonight. So it stands to reason that a sleep 

deprived parent will struggle in all of these areas.  

 

What can help? 

You can’t stop it, but you can help manage symptoms. Epsom salts in baths are wonderful for 

less-than recovered aching muscles. Relaxing essential oils on a pillow may help make the sleep a 

parent gets at least of the good quality, deep kind, even if quantity can’t be achieved. 

Emphasising protein, fibre, and quality fats in the diet will help manage hunger. Green tea (or 

even black tea) is a low calorie pick me up that also contains L-Theanine, an amino acid that is 

highly relaxing, and the caffeine (note - avoid drinking in excess or near bedtime) can actually be 

an appetite suppressant in some people too. Green tea contains EGCG which has been shown to 

boost the metabolism (6), burning fat and providing you with energy at the same time.  



 

 

 

Parents are very stressed 

People often assume stress is of the ‘bad’ kind – financial problems, fights with a loved one, huge 

workloads, illness and relationship issues. But parents are some of the happiest yet most 

stressed people of all. Anything which taxes the body and/or brain is stressful – lack of sleep, 

poor food, alcohol, exercise, even just having a lot of things to remember (sports kit, book bag, 

Disney character lunch box, gloves…..). Do not underestimate the power of stress. It is linked to 

so many medical issues from cardiovascular disease to diabetes to obesity to IBS…..the list goes 

on.  

From a ‘getting in shape’ perspective it lowers our cognitive abilities to make good (healthy) 

decisions. It also drives people to comfort eat, even without realising they’re doing it, or 

alternatively lose their appetite and not eat.  

 

What can help? 

These things take practice and consistency to make them habits, but they take no time, no 

equipment and can be done anywhere, which makes them non-negotiable for pretty much 

everyone, parent or not.  



1) Deep breathing. Take three slow, deep breaths, allowing the air to go deep into your belly – 

the belly not the chest needs to expand – any time you feel stressed.  

2) Lower your shoulders down and back. Elongate your neck. Correcting this will take time as the 

muscles that are keeping shoulders raised may be shortened, but like any muscle in the body 

these too can be retrained and lengthened to stay down and relaxed.  

3) Get into nature. 5 minutes with a cup of tea in the garden, 10 minutes picking up conkers with 

the kids in autumn, 15 minutes making daisy chains. Being amongst greenery has been shown to 

lower stress levels (5). Likewise as has leisurely walking. If you walk to school or work, leave a 

little earlier so you can take your time and admire your surroundings.  

To make decision making easier and avoid decision fatigue (3), don’t have too many options. 

Schedule and plan what you’re going to eat, what you’ll do for exercise and when, and just do 

that. The decision has been made in advance, all you have to do is follow the plan. If ‘rules’ make 

decision making easier, they can help so long as they are in line with your goals and needs. A 

vegetarian doesn’t eat meat because it fits with their values and ‘rules’. Having your own ‘rules’ 

like only eating cake on weekends or having at least one green vegetable with every evening 

meal, can take at least some of the decision making (and therefore stress) away.  

 

 

 

We have access to kids’ leftover food 



Food costs money, takes time and effort to prepare. Children don’t always finish their plate of 

food, and well done to them – they’re in touch with their appetite and stop when they are full. 

We also know that waste is costly – waste not want not and all that. And their food is tasty, and 

hopefully good quality most of the time too. But if you’re nibbling constantly on what’s left on 

their plates it contributes to excess calories, and this will slow, halt, or even reverse weightless.  

 

What can help? 

If your kids always leave food then this might sound obvious but you’re probably giving them too 

much. You have two options – either make less, or make more so there’s enough to have again 

another day. I find my kids get ‘bored’ quickly so it’s better to give them a not oversized main 

meal then allow them a health pudding (fruit, yoghurt etc.) too.  

Another trick I like is to actually factor those leftovers into your daily intake. Provided the food 

they’re being given are nutritious; I could think of worse late afternoon snacks than a fish finger 

and some peas, just have it instead of rather than as well as another snack you make for 

yourself. Or have a smaller evening meal. It can all be made to add up right in the end. 

 

 

We are near our cupboards (that are full of food) 

Having to go from desk to canteen/vending machine takes money and effort and is a deterrent, 

however small, to purchasing that iced bun mid-afternoon. Stay at home parents are within a 

few feet of food most of the day. This convenience makes it much harder to resist grabbing half a 

biscuit here, a few nuts there, a bit of chocolate from an ever shrinking bar. ‘Not having tasty 

food in the house’ is not an option. Everyone has to eat, even ‘treats’ sometimes, and multiple 

food shopping trips a week are impractical.  

 



 

What can help? 

Set an eating schedule – certain times of the day for meals and snacks. Then don’t eat when it 

isn’t ‘time’. This schedule has to be sufficient to cover your hunger and needs – there’s no point 

in attempting only 3 ‘traditionally timed’ meals a day if you’re ravenous with low blood sugar at 

4pm every day. It also has to be flexible – eating times can move earlier or later according to 

what you’re doing that day, but sticking to some sort of structure will help curb mindless grazing 

all day. 

If you must ‘pick’ at food – make sure there’s something readily available that will make little 

contribution to your daily calories. Fresh berries are one of my favourites for this – low sugar, 

low calorie, nutrient dense, and little enough to ‘pick at’ every so often.  

And finally if you are genuinely hungry or have blood sugar problems, consider what you’re 

actually eating at meal times. A balanced meal with enough protein, fibre, fat and carbohydrates 

to suit your needs should not leave you hungry or needing more food soon afterwards.   

 

 

We can’t get to the gym or exercise classes.  

Even if our local establishment has a crèche, who’s to say I’m happy putting my small child in a 

room of strangers who, even if adequately qualified and capable, are unfamiliar to my little one 

who resents being left without understanding why (no dig at Mums who make use of crèche 

facilities, just isn’t for me or my kids personally). Childcare is an added cost, is not always 

available, and not always preferable for some parents.  

 



 

 

What can help? 

Newsflash: you don’t have to go out to exercise! I developed The Fit Mum Formula for this very 

reason – to give women access to the knowledge and resources they need to get in shape from 

home. With a few key exercises, you need minimal space, no equipment, and with enough 

intensity (such as HIIT workouts) you can get a really good workout done in under 20 minutes. 

My favourites? Push ups, burpees, squat and lunge variations and bicycle crunches. Add a pair of 

dumbbells into the mix and the options are innumerable.  

 

 

We are surrounded by cake 

I’ve never been to a parent and toddler group that didn’t offer tea and cake. I witness on a 

weekly basis Mums who declare they deserve that homemade brownie with fudge icing because 

they lost another pound at *insert popular weightless club here*. The same women are going to 

the same club when they’re attending school plays and parent-teacher evenings.  

 



 

 

What can help? 

Take a snack for yourself – a piece of fruit, a healthy (as in really healthy, not the ‘pretend but 

actually processed and full of sugar healthy’ snack bar etc.) Then you can eat when everyone else 

is too. 

Another option? Make this a weekly treat.  But mind that it has to be in place of other high 

calorie treats not as well as. Some people prefer weekends as the time to have that ice 

cream/pudding/cake, so you have to make a decision there.  

 

 

Our hormones are all over the place 

Ok ‘all over the place’ is not the most scientific term but I don’t claim to be an expert on female 

hormones. It’s safe to say however that with pregnancy, birth, breastfeeding, the eventual 

return to menstruation and all of the hormone changes that happen along the way, it can feel 

like your body and brain are a little unpredictable at best, utter chaos at worst, and that’s not 

even counting things like aforementioned sleep deprivation. To say breastfeeding burns calories 

is to dismiss the whole picture. Some women find burning fat whilst nursing near impossible, 

while others can’t eat enough to keep the weight on and milk supply up. Some women balloon 



during pregnancy with minimal changes to their eating habits, others don’t put on much weight 

at all yet are constantly eating. Don’t blame ‘eating [cake] for two’ as the problem in every case.  

 

 

 

What can help? 

Unfortunately this is part of the biological process that is becoming a mother, but luckily most 

women’s bodies do return to a more balanced ‘normal’, whatever that means to them. Keeping 

a diary of how you feel mentally and physically might show up patterns to make life more 

predictable – if baby is going through a growth spurt and feeding more are you more hungry or 

tired? Or are you noticing any changes as you cut down breastfeeding (or if you didn’t 

breastfeed then a few weeks post birth) that make you think your periods could be making a 

return soon? How do these changes affect your eating and exercise habits? 

 

It’s truly wonderful being a Mum and I wouldn’t have it any other way. It’s also challenging, 

exhausting, and all consuming. As fitness professional we can play a part in giving our Mum-

clients some of their energy, vitality and sense of self back. Everyone benefits when the right 

support and strategies are in place. After all a healthy and happy Mum brings up healthy and 

happy kids too.  

 



 
 

 

 

  



How It Works 

 

 

 

There are three ways you can get more energy:  

1. Eat foods high in starches and sugar. When you eat these foods, sugar enters your 

bloodstream, and some of this gets burned as energy. Some of that sugar is removed from 

your blood by insulin, and gets stored as fat.  

2. Relax more, exercise less. This conserves energy, or does it? You’re not using up energy, but 

that’s because this ‘energy’, i.e. fat, is lying dormant on your thighs/ bingo wings/love 

handles where it’s not helping you.  

3. Stimulate your body to burn existing fat. This has three effects: it uses up stored fat as 

energy by removing it from the aforementioned thighs/bingo wings/ love handles; the 

reduction in excess layers of fat reveals the muscles beneath, resulting in a more toned, 

sculpted appearance. Reducing fat as well as exercising to build and tone muscles is 

important because otherwise your genuinely strong and toned stomach will be hidden from 

view by excess stored fat.  

Guess which method we like to use at The Fit Mum Formula?  

 

  



How we help you burn fat for energy 

 

Nutrition  

A slice of cake, a bowl of cereal and milk, and a chicken and vegetable stir fry might all have the 

same calories, but do they all have the same effect on your body? No, they do not. Certain foods 

trigger hormonal and chemical responses that tell your body to store fat rather than burn it.  

 

We educate you on what to eat to encourage fat burning rather than storing, by supporting 

muscle tone and metabolism efficiency. By following the advice given you will experience 

increased energy, balanced blood sugar levels, improved focus and motivation and, of course, 

changes in body size, shape and tone, to give you a body you didn’t think was possible without 

hours of dedication and effort.  

 

Exercise  

Think about Olympic sprinters, with their slim but perfectly shaped bodies, their strong, toned 

limbs, clear muscular definition, and glowing skin and eyes. Now think skinny and gaunt looking, 

with flabby skin hanging off their bones, prematurely aged skin, rubbery knees and tiny sagging 

bottoms. Why is this? Think about how they exercise. A sprinter goes hell for leather for a few 

seconds, exerting every last drop of effort and energy, then they rest. A marathon runner will go 

for hours, steadily pacing themselves. It is exactly this reason that the two have such different 

body shapes, and at The Fit Mum Formula we know which we prefer.  

Make this your new mantra: Strong Is The New Skinny.  

 

YOU determine your own intervals  

The problem with traditional interval training, with set rest points and durations, is that they’re 

much too hard for some people, yet not challenging enough for others. The solution? You take a 



rest when YOU need to, for as long as YOU need to, and join in again as soon as YOU are ready. 

Humans, like all animals, have this ability to self-regulate exercise, knowing when to push hard 

and when to rest by gauging how we feel. Work hard – rest hard – work hard, has been shown to 

be much more effective than pacing yourself continuously at a lower intensity, not only for 

burning fat but also for heart and lung efficiency, regulating hormones and minimising exercise 

induced stress. In short, it’s great!  

 

Lifestyle  

Maybe you never realised how much your lifestyle has had as an effect on your body; you’d be 

forgiven for thinking it was all about food and exercise. But notice how you feel after a late night 

and you’ll probably find you are hungrier the next day and are craving sugary, starchy foods. 

What about if it’s a cloudy day? Or you spend hours in front of artificial light such as the TV or 

computer when the night sky outside is saying you should be asleep? Bad day? Stressed? 

Chocolate will cheer you up.  

 

Well, there’s a reason you react to all these scenarios with food: hormones. Not only that, but 

when you are stressed or sleep deprived your body will store the food you eat as fat rather than 

using it to repair muscle or provide energy. It takes a lot of willpower to override these feelings, 

so we teach you how to create the ideal environment and lifestyle that will not only make 

sticking to the programme so much easier, but it will help your body to do much of the work for 

you!  

 

 



The Formula Fundamental Five 

 

1. WATCH WHAT YOU EAT 

Base meals and snacks on lean protein with plenty of low starch vegetables, salad, and some 

fruit, with limited amounts of starchy carbohydrates; no more than 1/6th of your plate at first. 

Eat dairy foods if they do not cause problems for you such as digestive troubles. At least 30% 

of your calories should be made up of fat; don’t ever cut fat out of your diet as this is not 

what causes health and weight issues. Avoid Trans fats completely. Include plenty of 

unsaturated fats from oily fish, nuts, olives, avocado etc.  Don’t be scared of saturated fats – 

recent research shows they’re not nearly as evil as we once thought. 

When reading food labels look beyond the calories; subtract the fibre from the total 

carbohydrates (per portion) to get net carbs, which tell your more about the effect it will have 

on blood sugar, since the more fibre there is the slower it will be realised into your 

bloodstream and the lower the resulting insulin release. Now subtract the protein for the 

same portion size from the net carbs as protein also slows food absorption, and the final 

number should be as low as possible, ideally less than 15, and negative numbers will impact 

blood sugar levels the least. 

 

2. WATCH WHEN YOU EAT 

Eat 6 times a day; 3 meals plus 3 snacks. Never miss breakfast – eat within an hour of waking. 

Eat your evening meal a good 3 hours before bed, but have a little (protein based) snack 

before bed to prevent you waking from hunger and to help build muscle (and burn fat) as well 

as repair your body whilst you sleep. Try not to eat a big meal for 10 hours overnight; a 7pm 

meal then 9 or 10pm snack is a good routine. Note that as your body switches to burning fat 

as fuel you will find you can go longer between meals, eliminate snacks and go for longer 

without eating; you’ll know when you’re ready, you won’t feel hungry or irritable of you 

haven’t eaten in a while. 

 

3. KNOW WHAT WORKS FOR YOU 



You and your metabolic make up are individual; the number of calories you need, the 

percentage of carbohydrates and the way your body reacts to certain foods are different for 

each person. Work out whether you need to increase or decrease your starch intake from 

how you feel and whether you are toning up and losing fat. You want just enough to keep you 

satisfied and from having food cravings and energy dips, but not enough to hinder progress. 

Avoid foods that are catalysts for your hunger and cravings and result in dips in energy. 

Which foods do this and their effect on blood sugar levels are variable from person to person, 

but common culprits include coffee, energy drinks, sugar and artificial sweeteners, alcohol, 

gluten, dairy, nuts and nut butters and sweet snacks including dried fruit, and even low carb, 

healthy versions of cakes and treats.  

On the other hand small amounts of foods that satisfy a craving can reduce the risk of 

binging later, for example a couple of squares of dark chocolate instead of a whole chocolate 

bar when the urge gets too strong. Other foods which can satisfy cravings quickly for some 

people could be nuts or seeds (or nut/seed butters), high fat foods e.g. avocado or creamy 

dips, sugar free products such as sweets or chocolate, cheese, salty foods e.g. parmesan 

cheese or olives, or sparkling flavoured water which is virtually calorie free if you buy sugar 

free ones (it’s the artificial sweeteners that can trigger cravings in some people). You can 

obviously only get away with a certain about of these deterrent foods before they impacting 

insulin levels and calorie intake, but in the short term they can help stave off a binge, and 

over time as your metabolism improves cravings should lessen. You can see that there are 

overlaps and a food that is a catalyst for hunger and cravings for one person can be a 

deterrent against them for others. Get to know your body and how it reacts to certain foods. 

 

4. BE SELECTIVE WITH EXERCISE AND MINDFUL OF LIFESTYLE  

We Mums don’t have time for hours in the gym or to go running for miles every day. And why 

would you want to when research shows it’s not nearly as effective for fat loss as short bursts 

of intense exercise. Even one minute a day will show results over time. One minute! Doing the 

30 minute High Intensity workouts on The Fit Mum Formula’s BodyBack programme the 

recommended 3-5 times a week should yield definitive results and changes in your strength, 

body shape and composition.  



Walk as much as you can – to the shops, to school or nursery…. Just 10 minutes round 

the block is better than nothing, and it doesn’t matter what time of day you do it – the best 

time is the time that suits you. 

Sleep as much as possible, and stress as little as possible; both make an impression on 

your metabolism and your body’s ability to burn fat and build muscle. They also affect how 

you feel and ultimately how well you eat – high hunger, lots of cravings and low energy levels 

are your enemies and will eventually override willpower; avoid them with a vengeance.  

 

5. BE PERFECT, BUT NOT ALL OF THE TIME 

Organic, whole foods from local producers are wonderful but not essential; you can get the 

same weight loss / fat burning / muscle building / metabolism supporting effects from foods 

at your local supermarket. 

 

 

 

Exercising every day would be fantastic, but for many people it’s not realistic. If your time 

to work out is 10pm on a Friday and Saturday night because the kids are in bed and you don’t 

have to jump out of bed to get yourself and everyone ready for work/school the next day, 

then that’s fine. The best time is the time that works for you, because then you’ll stick to it.  

Eat well, but don’t beat yourself up over the odd cheat. Just like one ‘good’ meal won’t 

make you slim, one ‘bad’ meal won’t make you fat. 

Have faith in yourself; be strong; be good; be perfect if you can, just not all of the time; 

strive to make positive progress that improves both your health and your life. And if you have 

a slip up, just pick up where you left of and carry on, nothing is irreversible.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Goal Setting 

 

The tradition of making resolutions at the turn of the New Year can be dated back 4000 years 

ago when ancient Babylonians would pray to their Gods in the hope of receiving strength, 

protection and good fortune over the coming twelve months. The Romans made similar 

promises to their God Janus, and medieval knights would reaffirm their chivalrous commitment 

to protecting their country each year. Given the seriousness that people put on their religious 

beliefs and the literal consequences that they believed might happen (terminal illness, death of 

family, failure of crops (starvation) or refusal entry to Heaven etc.), is it any wonder they stuck to 

their resolutions? 

 

What resolutions come to mind amongst your friends and family? And what are the 

consequences if they are not stuck to?  

 

I’m hazarding a guess you’re probably not worried about going to Hell if you don’t 

attend Zumba twice a week for the next 6 months.  

 

The most popular resolutions according to 2011 Marist University poll found ‘losing weight’ was 

no. 1, followed by ‘exercising more’, ‘being more careful with money’, and ‘quitting smoking’. 

Unfortunately, the psychologist Richard Wiseman of Bristol University found in a 2007 study that 

while 52% of people making New Year’s Resolutions are confident they can stick it out, only 12% 

actually do. 

 

Why? 

 



Strategy. Or lack of. How is it possible, that after years of overeating/smoking/overspending, you 

reckon you can just wake up on January 1st and suddenly have the means and willpower to 

change?  

 

Sorry but the human psych doesn’t work like that. It likes routine, habit, comfort; it is human 

nature to always ‘take the path of least resistance’ and give in (and have the fag/eat the 

chocolate bar etc.). A resolution is placed on the ‘to do’ list without any idea of how it is going to 

be done. You wouldn’t decide to move house without researching the best area to move to, 

getting a mortgage assessment, and finalising a sales contract first would you? You can’t; 

without that planning you fail. 

 

 

Your Goal Planner – Read and action these before you begin 

 

Decide On Your Goals 

Trying to lose two stone in a month is neither healthy nor achievable. The more time you give 

yourself to lose the weight the better, but if you’ve left it too late (that holiday can’t be 

changed!), still aim to lose around 0.5 kg a week (you might be able to stretch this to 1 kg a week 

if you are very overweight). You might not be quite at your ultimate weight goal by Goal Day but 

at least you’ll still have energy and you’ll have glossy hair and glowing skin. Dark rings under your 

eyes and low mood (not to mention low libido!) are not worth starving yourself for.  

 

Set a Date 



You want to lose a stone/run a 5k charity run etc. 

When? For what?  Maybe you’re going on a warm 

holiday and want to feel confident in swimwear on 

the beach. Perhaps it’s your birthday coming up 

and you want to mark it has the next stage in your 

life, to spend healthier, slimmer, fitter and 

happier. Or is it because it’s January by any chance? How long will you give yourself to reach 

your goal? Be realistic – the bigger the changes required, the longer it will likely take. 

 

Have Process goals as well as Outcome goals 

The outcome is the end result – your goal weight, successfully completing a charity run, to stop 

feeling bloated all the time. 

The process is the actions you do to get there. So for example your goal might be to eat 2 large 

handfuls of vegetables with every meal, to walk for 20 minutes every lunchbreak, to eat protein 

at every meal, or to do 10 minutes of lunges and press ups in front of the TV every night. 

Focussing on the actions needed to get towards your goal make them easier to do simply 

because they’re at the forefront of your mind. This is as opposed to the end goal, which might 

feel a little far away and out of reach when your first start your journey. Just hit your goals, for 

today, for this week, and the end results will come of their own accord in time! 

 

Make a Mood Board 

Studies show that making a visual dream or mood board taps into our subconscious and 

motivates us on a daily basis to do the things which take us further towards our goal. So if you’re 

going somewhere hot for your holiday, buy a new bikini in the size you think you’ll be after 

you’ve lost weight and hang it in your bedroom where it reminds you why you’re doing this. 

Make a picture board of things you need in your life to help you achieve your weightless goals – 

 



a department store catalogue will have loads of inspirational ideas – pictures of trainers and 

workout clothes, weights, skipping ropes and other exercise equipment.  

Or you can do it the 21st century way and use Pinterest, which is essentially a digital mood 

board. Make a board for exercise, one for healthy food, one for motivational quotes, and 

importantly one for other interests you have, because your diet and exercise should in no way be 

the only things you’re focussing on.  

 

Enrol Help and Delegate 

You might ask your Mum to babysit and your neighbour to feed the cat when you’re away, so 

why not ask people to help keep you on track with your diet and exercise plans too? Perhaps a 

friend would also like to lose weight or get fit and could workout with you. Ask if anyone has any 

healthy recipes they can share with you, and ask your Mum nicely to please stop bringing the 

biscuits out every time you visit her! Studies show that people with good peer support are more 

successful in sticking to plans and achieving goals both short and long term.  

 

Sleep! 

It might surprise you to learn that diet and exercise aren’t the only things that matter. Sleep is 

when your body builds muscle (you won’t ‘bulk up’ but it does make you look toned which is 

what most women thinks looks nice), burns fat, and recovers from exercise. Not enough sleep 

means you’ll be hungrier and have less energy and willpower the next day, so you’re more likely 

to skip workouts and eat comfort food. Stress and lack of sleep also deplete willpower and the 

stress hormone cortisol encourages fat storage around your middle. Yoga and massage are great 

stress relievers, as is walking (especially in ‘green’ areas), which of course doubles up as gentle 

exercise! 

 

Plan for failure 



This isn’t being negative, it’s being prepared. What do you do when you have no energy on a 

Friday night and really want a Takeaway? Have you picked out some less calorific options that 

won’t completely derail you? Chinese Chop Suey (protein with beansprouts) and Indian dry 

Chicken Tandoori (as opposed to in a sauce) with a bag of salad from the corner shop are two of 

my favourite choices when I want to still eat well.  

How about at your kids’ birthday party – can you eat a healthy meal before so you don’t end up 

picking at loads of sandwiches, crisps and cake all afternoon? Anticipate tricky situations arising 

(because they will) and know in advance how to deal with them. 

 

Be Accountable 

If you’re relying on only yourself to make yourself do x/y/z, you’re on wobbly ground. While 

ultimately you have to find the strength and motivation to do this by yourself, for yourself, it’s 

probably a good idea to have someone keeping you on track, at least at first. Maybe you and a 

friend can text each other each time you’ve done a workout. Or if you use social media then post 

what you’re up to; you’ll probably find people chip in with praise and motivation. The same goes 

when you’re struggling – tell someone that box of chocolates in the cupboard is driving you mad 

and someone will remind you why you should have just one rather than all of them.  

 

Plan Rewards 

Not just about reaching your goal (which in itself is rewarding), what non-food rewards will you 

give yourself? We do sticker charts for children because they really do work! It doesn’t have to 

be extravagant or expensive. Maybe you’ve not had a haircut in a while, or if your clothes no 

longer fit then you’ll need to get a few basics in your new size.  

 

 

  



Your Goal Setting Checklist 

 

✓ Make a resolution because it’s something that is really important to you, not just 

something you vaguely feel you should do. If your heart isn’t in it, you won’t succeed. 

✓ Don’t change too many things at once. Long term habits take concentration if you are to 

succeed in breaking them, so focus on one goal at a time. 

✓ Go For Goal – success is much more likely if very specific goals are set: losing ‘a pound a 

week’ or ‘being able to run for 10 minutes without stopping’ rather than simply to ‘lose 

weight’ or ‘run more’. 

✓ Strength in Numbers – make your goals public and seek support from those around you, 

whether that be encouragement from friends and family or joining a support network. 

Some online coaching including my own BodyBack programme encourage social support 

through online forums and chat areas.  

✓ Write a ‘Business Plan’ – weekly and monthly goals, potential areas for difficulties and 

failures, and preventative measures against these. 

✓ Have what you need – workout training shoes? Sports bra? Clean, appropriate clothing? 

Don’t let details like this become an excuse, have them ready! 

✓ Monitor Progress – measure where you’re at against your ‘business plan’ once a week at 

least. 

✓ Reward Success – if you made a significant achievement at work you’d be pretty annoyed if 

you didn’t receive the deserved recognition for your hard work. Though a reward that 

supports your goals instead of opposes them – a massage instead of a take away pizza, in 

other words. 

✓ Expect the Unexpected – and deal with it. You might be presented with a cake on your 

birthday. Have a slice. Don’t eat another four once everyone has gone home. 



✓ Expect to fail – sometimes. Being 100% perfect all the time is unrealistic; you will fail if that 

is your goal. Be 100% perfect 80% of the time. 

 

 

 

  



What’s Next? 

 

I really hope you enjoyed reading this introduction to what I believe is a book that will change 

the way you think about food, exercise, and your body, for life.  

The researchers predict that if the current trend continues, up to 48% of men and 43% of women 

in the UK could be obese by 2030, adding an additional £1.9-2 billion per year in medical costs 

for obesity-related diseases. 

If you’re reading this, chances are you’re one of those already in the Overweight or Obese 

categories.  

But it doesn’t have to be this way, and I’m pretty sure you don’t want it to be, either. 

Just look at all the diets that you’ve tried, and even the initiatives Governments have taken over 

the years to get us all fit and healthy again. 

Unfortunately, it’s just not working.  

Do we continue as we are, doing the same things but more of it? Advising the same diet ideas, 

experimenting with fads, or researching new drugs to manage the illnesses that arise from poor 

lifestyle choices (refer to the health timeline above for a reminder) and weight loss pills to shed 

the fat? 

Or is it time for a different approach. One that works in harmony with, not against, your body. 

One that feels natural and instinctive, doesn’t give rise to hunger, nutrient deficiencies and 

slowed metabolism. An approach that your body was hoping you would be doing from birth, but 

somewhere along the line you got distracted by misinformation and marketing.  

My BodyBack programme takes a different approach to the majority of diet clubs and even 

personal trainers. These clubs thrive on you not maintaining results long term. That’s why it 

possibly ‘worked’ for you in the past, before you put the weight back on and went back to them 

a second or even third time. I know people who have been on this ‘train’ for years – they go for 

their weekly weigh in like it’s the highlight of their week. Sometimes I wonder whether they 

deliberately don’t lose weight because they crave the community and support aspect, and to 



attend groups they need to be ‘heavy enough’. But that’s a very big digression that I won’t go 

into here, though having to address such psychological issues does sometimes come into helping 

my Mum-members where applicable.  

While on the subject, mindset is an important factor to long term success. So while I’m not really 

one for asking the Universe to send me a magic unicorn to fix my problems, you’ve got to have 

your head pointing in the right direction. 

If you think about it, it doesn’t matter how awesome the diet & exercise plan is, if your thoughts 

and feelings aren’t aligned with your goals, you won’t even stick to the plan, so you won’t get 

results.  

Are you ready to dive in and take a different path? If what you’ve been trying so far hasn’t 

worked or hasn’t worked long term, then stay on the email list you were added to when claiming 

this sample chapter and you’ll be the first to know as soon as the final book is ready for you.  

 

In the meantime join my free group, ‘Weight Loss and Fitness for Mums’(< click here), where you 

can reach me any time, chat with other Mums, and get tips and advice on the best way to 

address your eating, exercise, and lifestyle choices. 

 

Or if you’re really serious about committing and making changes for the better, for life, consider 

becoming one of my BodyBack members, where my Mums not only lose the weight they set out 

to shed, they also…. 

 

➢ Have more energy overall than they have done in years 

➢ Have fewer energy dips throughout the day (especially peak-biscuit time mid-morning 

and afternoon! 

➢ Sleep deeper, and longer, without it impacting how much they ‘get done’ during the day 

➢ Can survive with cake and biscuits in the house without eating it all as soon as the need 

strikes 



➢ Eat chocolate! But in a different way, that is good for your body rather than contributing 

to your problems. 

➢ Have more energy and focus to spend on work, kids, partners and other interests 

➢ Improve self-confidence, so are happier in social situations 

➢ Rebalance hormones and energy (as well as improved body confidence), resulting in 

improved sex drive and love life 

➢ No longer feel ashamed or embarrassed in skimpy clothes on the beach or feel the need 

to cover up, even if they’re not yet at their ideal weight 

➢ Learn to really enjoy food, rather than seeing it as either one of gluttony or deprivation 

➢ Enjoy the taste of treat foods, but no longer crave them or feel like you’re missing out if 

you choose to opt out on occasion 

➢ Feel like your old self, like you are doing something for you, rather than being a slave to 

everyone else 

 

It’s all possible if you want it.  

 

  



Are you ready to get your 

BodyBack?  
Join our community and be supported all the 
way  
We get that life is tough, regardless of whether your kids have flown the nest, you 
are running your own career, home and everything in between, or even if it’s just 
you and you have little extra funds for babysitters!  

When we set about designing this programme, we wanted to make sure it not only 
‘did what it says on the tin’ but that we solved other life issues that generally get in 
the way of us Mums giving some quality time and care back to ourselves!  

You are NOT in this on your own, we really do care and want to be there to help 
you! 

• Online Course from the comfort of your home  

• Unlimited access 24/7 – workout when it suits you 

• Personal support from me at all times 

• Peer support from other Mum-members 

• More cost effective than a gym membership or personal trainer  

• 30 minute workouts, no equipment needed 

• Online meal plans and cookbook  

• Shape, tone and energise using highly effective techniques  

• Eliminate emotional barriers and improve body confidence  

• Guaranteed results – tried and tested on hundreds of Mums 

 

Click Here to Join Today 

and Get Your BodyBack! 

http://www.thefitmumformula.com/work-with-me/
http://www.thefitmumformula.com/work-with-me/


KEEP IN TOUCH 
This book was brought to you by… 

 

Pollyanna Hale, fellow Mum & expert weightloss coach 
 

   enquiries@thefitmumformula.com 

  http://www.thefitmumformula.com  

  http://www.facebook.com/thefitmumformula  

  https://www.facebook.com/groups/weightlossandfitnessformums/ 

  http://www.twitter.com/FitMumFormula  

 http://www.youtube.com/user/FitMumFormula  

  http://www.pinterest.com/pollyannahale 

 uk.linkedin.com/pub/pollyanna-hale/49/476/b43  

 http://www.instagram.com/pollyannahale 
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